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Eyes Wide Open
In The Eye of God, a Sigma Force novel, New York Times bestselling
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author James Rollins delivers an apocalyptic vision of a future
predicted by the distant past. In the wilds of Mongolia, a research
satellite has crashed, triggering an explosive search for its valuable
cargo: a code-black physics project connected to the study of dark
energy—and a shocking image of the eastern seaboard of the United
States in utter ruin. At the Vatican, a package arrives containing two
strange artifacts: a skull scrawled with ancient Aramaic and a tome
bound in human skin. DNA evidence reveals that both came from the same
body: the long dead Mongol king Genghis Khan. Commander Gray Pierce
and Sigma Force set out to discover a truth tied to the fall of the
Roman Empire, to a mystery going back to the birth of Christianity,
and to a weapon hidden for centuries that holds the fate of humanity.

Homosexuality
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by African-American
writer Zora Neale Hurston. It is considered a classic of the Harlem
Renaissance of the 1920s, and it is likely Hurston's best known work.

Confession
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Growing up, author Nadia Awwad received compliments on her looks and
her slim figure and began modeling professionally at age fifteen. Like
many, she struggled with an identity crisis. Her ambition was to be a
supermodel, but after an encounter with Jesus Christ, she found that
she was God’s model. Later, she discovered that the world brought her
outward happiness, but Jesus filled her soul with joy. Struggling
between the world and the Word, her decision would change her life.
Would she follow her will or Jesus’s will for her life? Eventually,
she forsook everything and ran to God for his divine purpose. She
tells a story of great devotion to ministry followed by crisis after
crisis, which left her with a broken heart. Never losing hope in the
Word, she conquered every difficult trial, inspiring people to be
overcomers. That means trusting Jesus while going through storms in
life.

The Eyes of God
They were once humanity's last hope: a race of genetically engineered
killing machines known as the Phaestor and their army of deadly Moktar
Dragons. Now, the enemy long vanquished, the Phaestor themselves have
become the enemy, seizing control of the galaxy and subjugating all
lesser species—including humans—to feed their appetite for terror and
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blood. On a small, insignificant planet called Thoska-Roole, a ragtag
alliance of humans, androids, and bioforms make a last desperate stand
against Phaestor domination. Among their number are two bounty
hunters, a mercenary starship captain, and a disgraced reptilian
warrior. As the Phaestor begin a new reign of unprecedented terror,
these rebels prepare to strike back against their vampire overlords
and bring revolution to the stars. Under the Eye of God, the first
installment of Trackers, is followed by its sequel, A Covenant of
Justice, where the fight for the galaxy continues.

The Eyes of God
NSA director Theodore Anders has a simple goal: collect every phone
call, email, and keystroke tapped on the Internet. He knows unlimited
surveillance is the only way to keep America safe. Evelyn Gallagher
doesn't care much about any of that. She just wants to keep her head
down and manage the NSA's camera network and facial recognition
program so she can afford private school for her deaf son, Dash. But
when Evelyn discovers the existence of a program code-named God's Eye
and connects it with the mysterious deaths of a string of journalists
and whistle-blowers, her doubts put her and Dash in the crosshairs of
a pair of government assassins: Delgado, a sadistic bomb maker and
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hacker, and Manus, a damaged giant of a man who until now has cared
for nothing beyond protecting the director. Within an elaborate game
of political blackmail, terrorist provocations, and White House
scheming, a global war is being fought--a war between those desperate
to keep the state's darkest secrets and those intent on revealing
them. A war that Evelyn will need all her espionage training and savvy
to survive, because the director has the ultimate advantage: The God's
Eye View.

See With New Eyes
When you feel stuck in your job or relationship . . . when all you
worked for leaves you feeling empty inside . . . when fear of what is
to come consumes sleepless nights . . . when love seems like an
impossible choice to make . . . when the world is not large enough to
contain your grief . . . when you struggle to forgive the unforgivable
. . . there is one solution that brings true peace. See the world
through God's eyes. Look through God's eyes and you see that you are
being guided in every moment with infinite wisdom and inexhaustible
love, that life is unfolding with indescribable beauty and grace, that
Spirit is gently urging you to align your will with Divine Will and be
a source of love, hope, and healing energy to all who cross your path.
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If you have more confusion than clarity about how to live your
beliefs, the ancient wisdom permeating "Through God's Eyes" offers the
hope and promise that you can escape from the prison of human
perception, welcome peace, love, and joy as the dearest of friends,
and become a more positive and powerful force for good in the world.
"Through God's Eyes: Finding Peace and Purpose in a Troubled World" is
unique in two fundamental ways. First, it is the only book that
presents a vast array of spiritual principles in an elegant, engaging
format that shows how all these concepts interact, how to weave them
together into a cohesive worldview, and how to practically apply this
spiritual wisdom to daily life. Second, its inventive format
alternates illuminating comments with inspiring quotes that support,
build upon, and flow into each other to convey penetrating insights
into the meaning and purpose of life and the vastness of human
potential. TESTIMONIALS "Through God's Eyes" is s a superb book, a
truly enlightened piece of work that is an essential read for all
people who are truly devoted to the care and refinement of their soul.
Phil is a contemporary mystic, a man whose life is a living commitment
to spiritual service. I am honored to know him. Caroline Myss, author
of "Defy Gravity" Regardless of how you conceive the Absolute-as God,
Goddess, Allah, Universe, or simply as a sense of cosmic beauty and
order-your belief will be enriched by "Through God's Eyes." This fine
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book is a refreshing departure from the preachy ideology of religious
dogmatism. It reveals the richness, complexity, and meaning of
everyday life, warts and all. Larry Dossey, MD, author of "The Power
of Premonitions" In "Through God's Eyes," Phil Bolsta has assembled a
Dream Team of spiritual wisdom. The book gathers together remarkable
luminaries from every tradition-and non-tradition as well-and
creatively organizes them into topical categories, like panelists in
separate meeting rooms at a large conference; only these wise ones are
available to readers any time they are needed. And we all need them.
As we make our way along the spiritual path, with all its
perplexities, complexities, mysteries, and ambiguities, these trusted
companions can provide reliable, timeless guidance. Philip Goldberg,
author of "American Veda" At first glance, this monstrous 538-page
book appears to be a collection of inspirational quotes from cultural
icons as well as sages throughout the ages. However, as you read the
book carefully, you will be pleasantly surprised to discover that it
actually provides a detailed road map for your spiritual quest for a
meaningful and harmonious life. Here lies the genius of Bolsta-he
makes the profound look simple and his simple steps can lead to
profound changes in individuals and society. Dr. Paul Wong, author of
"The Human Quest for Meaning" One of the most important books I've
ever read. An incredible compilation of spiritual wisdom and insight.
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It's the owner's manual God should give you when you're born. Robert
Peterson, author of "Out of Body Experiences"

God Seen Through the Eyes of the Greatest Minds
This is an important and inspiring book for those who are hesitant
about the sacrament of reconciliation.

Good to Great in God's Eyes
Akeela, King of Liiria, was a young and idealistic scholar who was
determined to bring peace to his kingdom—a land that had been plagued
by war with the neighboring kingdom of Reec for decades. Lukien, the
Bronze Knight of Liiria, had been taken in by the royal family when,
at fourteen, he saved Akeela's life, but he'd never forgotten the
brutal lessons of the streets he'd grown up on. A bond of loyalty
stronger than blood linked these two men—but no two souls could be
more different. And as Akeela and Lukien entered their enemy's
stronghold on a mission of peace, neither man could forsee the turmoil
this historic mission would wreak on their lives. For, to seal the
peace, King Karis of Reec would bestow upon Akeela the hand of his
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charming, beautiful, and accomplished daughter Cassandra. But
Cassandra hid a terrible secret. She was experiencing the first
symptoms of a disease which would threaten her life and cause
unimaginable strife for all who loved her. For Akeela and Lukien, the
quest for Cassandra's salvation would overwhelm every bond of loyalty,
every point of honor, every dream of peace. For only the magical
amulets known as the Eyes of God could halt the progress of
Cassandra's illness. But the Eyes of God would also open the way to a
magical stronghold which could tear their world apart and redefine the
very nature of their reality.

In the Eyes of God
Beauty is more than skin deep— it starts in the heart and works
outward Exploring the timeless wisdom of Proverbs 31, Bible teacher
Elizabeth George reveals how you can become a woman of true beauty—a
woman who desires to honor God in all that she says and does.
Beautiful in God's Eyes helps you make each day immensely meaningful
as you delight in God and discover how to experience instant progress
toward personal goals manage daily life more effectively tap into
unlimited energy apply biblical principles to enhance relationships
move from the ordinary to the extraordinary You can experience a
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richer, more exciting spiritual walk as you embrace God's design for
true beauty in your life.

Through God's Eyes
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those
who seek to know God better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical
truths and has been called a "soul-stirring celebration of the
pleasures of knowing God."

Seeing the world through the eyes of God
eye of the god takes the fascinating history surrounding the Hope
Diamond and weaves it together with a present-day plot to steal the
jewel from the Smithsonian Institute. We follow Alex and Isaac Weld,
the most lucrative jewel thieves in the world, in their quest to steal
the gem, which according to legend was once the eye of a Hindu idol
named Rama Sita. When it was stolen in the 17th century, it is said
that the idol cursed all those who would possess it. That won’t stop
the brilliant and ruthless Weld brothers. However, they are not
prepared for Dr. Abigail Mitchell, the beautiful Smithsonian Director,
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who has her own connection to the Hope Diamond and a deadly secret to
keep. Abby committed long ago that she would not serve a god made with
human hands, and the “eye of the god” is no exception. Her desire is
not for wealth, but for wisdom. She seeks not power, but restoration.
When the dust settles over the last great adventure of the Hope
Diamond, readers will understand the “curse” that has haunted its
legacy is nothing more than the greed of evil men who bring
destruction upon themselves. No god chiseled from stone can direct the
fates of humankind, nor can it change the course of God’s story.

The Eye Of God
“The finest work of fiction by any American writer No American novel
comes closer than Gatsby to surpassing literary artistry, and none
tells us more about ourselves” THE WASHINGTON POST “A curious book, a
mystical, glamorous story that's both boisterous and tragic” THE NEW
YORK TIMES “Fantastic proof that chivalry, of a sort, is not dead”
LIFE MAGAZINE It's the Roaring Twenties, and New York City is the
place to be. Everything can be purchased, everyone can be bought. But,
can you make money erase your past? It's the Roaring Twenties, and it
is the time of over-indulgence. As far as the eyes can see and the
mind can perceive, there are ostentatious displays of wealth and even
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more lavish displays of decadency. Unapologetic decadency. But, does
it ever stop? It's the Roaring Twenties, and the great American Dream
has been perverted. It no longer stands for anything profound that
resonates with people. But, does the Idealism even attempt to stop the
Materialism? As more and more people lose themselves to the lure of
money, ironically the only person who remains unaffected is Jay
Gatsby, the enigmatic host of the most extravagant parties… In this
definitive tale on American culture, Fitzgerald pits a chaste dream
against the corrupting influences of wealth and comes up with an epic
story that can only be defined as ‘A Great American novel’.

Through the Eyes of Hope
In the Eyes of God takes a hard look at what is being done to improve
public education in America. The twenty-first century finds the United
States in a very demanding situation regarding the economy, world
affairs, and the general demise of humanity. The education of children
in America seems to be the one topic that is getting some attention.
With documentaries like The Lottery and Waiting for Superman, the
general public is finally beginning to understand the current state of
education in the country a state of which most educators have long
been aware. There is a real lack of leadership in education today and
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a real fear of doing anything outside the norm in terms of how
students learn. The poor selection and retention of talent in the
classroom has taken a toll on the ability of schools to educate their
students effectively. In the Eyes of God challenges the fact that only
a small percentage of the school day to used to educate children. It
also examines cultural profi ciency and the need for educators to go
beyond just cultural awareness and become more competent and profi
cient teachers. Most importantly, we must strive to see that no
children fall through the cracks of the system and that every child
receives the best education possible.

The God's Eye View
The scriptural evidence that God has been carrying out a plan to bring
about unfettered fellowship with mankind is overwhelming. The key to
understanding the plan is found in a conjoint understanding of
covenant. Beyond the human players and the biblical ritual itself, the
quality and character of the Creator begins to surface as one delves
into the subject.The bible is replete with the language of covenant,
and at the heart of creation it had its place. You will gain
understanding of difficult passages and develop a deeper appreciation
of others that before seemed to invite only a quick read. It would be
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presumptuous to suggest that the reader will come away with a 20/20
"God's eye view" of man's redemption, but it would be accurate to say
that through the eyes of covenant several steps toward that end will
have been taken.

Through the Eyes of God
Simon, later named Peter, is a common fisherman in Galilee. A carefree
braggart, Simon is devastated when his wife dies in childbirth. His
call to follow Jesus changes his life. The Eye of God: A Fisherman’s
Tale takes place during forty years of Roman rule by four successive
Emperors. Simon Peter, now a “fisher of men,” is determined to save
Jesus from a Roman crucifixion; but when he fails, he spends the rest
of his days preaching Jesus’s startling new belief system. What did it
take to draw followers to the dawning of a better world? The Eye of
God: A Fisherman’s Tale seeks to answer that question.

I’m Under the Watchful Eyes of God
Now poised to reach a new readership, Good to Great in God's Eyes
shows how Christians can honor God with lives of great faith and
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excellent work. Believers become great in God's eyes by applying the
ten common characteristics of great Christians: - think great thoughts
- read great books - pursue great people - dream great dreams - pray
great prayers - take great risks - make great sacrifices - enjoy great
moments - empower great people - develop great habits Using Scripture,
personal stories, and examples from Christians who left a lasting
legacy, bestselling author Chip Ingram offers practical steps for
becoming great in all areas of life, in spiritual growth, family,
relationships, and career. Includes a foreword by Bob Buford and
helpful discussion questions to facilitate group or individual study.

Desiring God
To see most things, one's eyes need to be open. But not so with God.
If you open your eyes too wide or look too closely you're likely to
miss Him while thinking you have seen Him. Most of us make this very
mistake. We look at people expecting to see God. We look at religions.
We even look in the mirror. Inevitably we are disappointed, because we
had hoped for a nicer picture of the Divine One. Countless people have
turned away from God because they thought they saw Him in a person or
in a church and, quite frankly, they didn't like what they saw.
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The Sword of Angels

Through the Eyes of God
God has proven Himself so effectively to everyone that HE says there
is NO EXCUSE in not believing in Him. (Romans 1: 19 & 20) This book
introduces INTERDEPENDENT EVIDENCE OF CREATION, and PROVES that
theory. This book provides the PROOF you may be looking for of God's
existence.

Under the Eye of God

Beautiful in God's Eyes
The accidental killing of a group of emissaries to Earth threatens
man's survival

The Eye of God
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Two human streams flow through history. The Bible characterizes these
streams as the sons of God and the sons of Men. They are first
distinguished in Cain and Abel as either those seeking to please God,
like Abel, or those who prefer only to please themselves, like Cain.
The product of the streams stands in stark contrast. This is the story
of the stream of life and light in those identified as the sons of
God.

Through God's Eyes
Throughout the Bible, divine interaction with humanity is portrayed in
almost embarrassingly human terms. God sees, hears, thinks, feels,
runs, rides chariots, laughs, wields weapons, gives birth, and even
repents. Many of these descriptions, taken at face value, seem to run
afoul of classical thought about God's qualities of divine simplicity,
transcendence, omniscience, omnipotence, omnipresence, and,
especially, immutability. Traditionally, such representations have
been seen as accommodations to human intellectual and moral
limitations. They allowed God to be more comprehensible but did not
actually describe any real part of His character, being, or
interaction with humanity. References to God seeing or hearing, for
example, are not deemed to represent real acts, as God is all-knowing.
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This view is largely based on the Aristotelian conception of
metaphors: they are rhetorical devices and should not be taken
literally. Since the 1970s, our understanding of the ways in which
metaphors convey meaning has become much more sophisticated. We are
better able to unlock the function of human acts of God within the
Bible. This book aims to explore the biblical metaphor of divine sight
in Genesis and how current conceptions of metaphorical function can
enrich our reading of the text and its theology.

The Genuine Ground of Oneness
Michael Caputo, through years of exhaustive research, has discovered
letters, writings, and quotes that reveal what the greatest artists,
musicians, philosophers, scientists, and writers thought about the God
of heaven. Through the pages of this timeless work, you will engage
the thoughts of history's most celebrated people: Mozart, Galileo,
Descartes, Shakespeare, Einstein, Michelangelo, and many more. Did
great intellect and creativity lead brilliant men and women of the
past to agnosticism and atheism, or did it lead them to believe in and
submit to a Creator God? The answer to that question lies in the pages
of this intriguing book. As you read and experience how the greatest
minds of history viewed God, you will find an overwhelming consensus
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that the God of the universe does indeed exist and that He has
impacted and shaped those who have influenced our world. Michael
Caputo, through years of exhaustive research, has discovered letters,
writings, and quotes that reveal what the greatest artists, musicians,
philosophers, scientists, and writers thought about the God of heaven.
Through the pages of this timeless work, you will engage the thoughts
of history's most celebrated people: Mozart, Galileo, Descartes,
Shakespeare, Einstein, Michelangelo, and many more. Open the pages of
this book and discover what those who have shaped history thought
about the God of eternity.

Seeing the World Through the Eyes of God
DeWitt guides you on your personal journey toward enjoying God in
everything. He shows how God designed our craving for beauty to lead
us back to Him.

Seeing Through the Eyes of God
Akeela, King of Liiria, was a young and idealistic scholar who was
determined to bring peace to his kingdom—a land that had been plagued
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by war with the neighboring kingdom of Reec for decades. Lukien, the
Bronze Knight of Liiria, had been taken in by the royal family when,
at fourteen, he saved Akeela's life, but he'd never forgotten the
brutal lessons of the streets he'd grown up on. A bond of loyalty
stronger than blood linked these two men—but no two souls could be
more different. And as Akeela and Lukien entered their enemy's
stronghold on a mission of peace, neither man could forsee the turmoil
this historic mission would wreak on their lives. For, to seal the
peace, King Karis of Reec would bestow upon Akeela the hand of his
charming, beautiful, and accomplished daughter Cassandra. But
Cassandra hid a terrible secret. She was experiencing the first
symptoms of a disease which would threaten her life and cause
unimaginable strife for all who loved her. For Akeela and Lukien, the
quest for Cassandra's salvation would overwhelm every bond of loyalty,
every point of honor, every dream of peace. For only the magical
amulets known as the Eyes of God could halt the progress of
Cassandra's illness. But the Eyes of God would also open the way to a
magical stronghold which could tear their world apart and redefine the
very nature of their reality.

The Color of God's Eyes
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Beauty is more than skin deep— it starts in the heart and works
outward Exploring the timeless wisdom of Proverbs 31, Bible teacher
Elizabeth George reveals how you can become a woman of true beauty—a
woman who desires to honor God in all that she says and does.
Beautiful in God's Eyes helps you make each day immensely meaningful
as you delight in God and discover how to experience instant progress
toward personal goals manage daily life more effectively tap into
unlimited energy apply biblical principles to enhance relationships
move from the ordinary to the extraordinary You can experience a
richer, more exciting spiritual walk as you embrace God's design for
true beauty in your life.

Their Eyes Were Watching God
In his book Through the Eyes of God: A Supernatural Experience,
Reverend Terrance G. Mackey, Sr., shares his personal encounter with
God that began on June 28, 2010. The writer describes heaven as a
beautiful place and indescribable. He tells the story of his out of
body experience and how the Lord took him on a heavenly journey to
show him things to come, things that are and things not to talk about.
The Lord said, "I send you back with a message to the church. They
have left their first love." He echoed to me John 13:34, "A new
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commandment I leave with you, that you love you love one another as I
have loved you." My prayer and hope for those who read this book is
that you come away knowing that the greatest weapon that we have is
love for one another."In every age there are men and women like Rev.
Mackey who are raised up to simply believe God and allow Him to
demonstrate His mighty power. This book is a record of his journey of
faith that is both simple and profound. It basically portrays the
doubts and fears which beset him in his early days of struggle for a
meaningful faith. Granted, this is a record of a single minister and
as remarkable as it is, Rev. Mackey's account does not stand alone.
There are men who have honestly faced death and heaven and they've
lived to tell about it. They have discovered that those who come back
from the experiences are alive to bring a message back to the church.
"You left your first love." Loving God, Loving the Church and loving
one another is the message that Rev. Mackey received and charged to
tell the church." Dr. Marcus E. Dixon

The Great Gatsby
A look at the Biblical and scientific foundations of truth,
righteousness, and love for dealing with homosexuality; why America
fell for a massive program of propaganda; and the Godly strategy for
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rebuilding a sane understanding of human sexuality.

The Devil's Armor
Understand how God turns tragic circumstances into something beautiful
for His glory, while you love more, complain less, and see God at work
in the most unlikely of places. "Now faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things not seen." Hebrews 11:1, MEV What
happens when things don't go as planned? What happens when the storm
you face is completely out of your control? The Buchanans' precious
son Christian was born with a medical condition that is so incredibly
unique, it's one of only fifty known cases in the world. This story
has captured the hearts of hundreds of thousands. In Through the Eyes
of Hope Lacey Buchanan tells this compelling story of trusting God in
the face of adversity. You will be moved and inspired to hold on to
God's promises when things go wrong and find joy in midst of any
storm.

In the Eyes of God
Have you ever asked yourself why you haven't received that which most
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leaders have promised you? Have you ever considered that it could
simply lie in the fact that many leaders simply don't know where they
are going? Through deep insight, scriptures, and scholarly research,
Winston takes his readers through God's Word to show that God's
intention for leaders are to see through the eyes of God rather than
their own. Winston shows that the mistake leaders make today are
similar to what Adam and Eve did in the beginning; by believing their
eyes were better than God's; ultimately leading God's creation into
chaos to satisfy their own ego.

Seeing God in the Eye
In Gods Eyes presents a series of poems written by author Dell
Cantrell in thanksgiving to God for his two grandsons. While listening
to sermons, reading scripture, or hearing the weekly lessons read in
church, Cantrell often heard God speaking to him and giving him new
ideas. He then spent quiet time with Him in prayer, and they would
write each poem together. Seeking to inspire readers to draw closer to
God and to use that relationship to help grow Gods kingdom, this
collection offers inspirational poetry that reaches out with faith.
Are You Born of the Spirit? Jesus said that truly no one will ever be
able to see the kingdom of God without being born from above. To enter
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Gods kingdom, you must be born of water and the Spirit by having faith
in God and His love. God sent His only Son not to condemn the world
but that everyone might be saved through Him for eternity, And all
believers born of the Spirit will never perish but have eternal life;
and this is promised to you and me. Proceeds from the sale of this
book will be donated to the building fund of Trinity Episcopal Church,
Baytown, Texas.

The People
Dare to be different. Dare to be you. Our early lives, and very often
our entire lives, are based on how we "learned to see." We can expand
our vision to create the best and most delicious lives possible. Are
you ready to evolve to the next stage of your life, as visionary
creator? With expanded perception, awareness, clarity, and wisdom. And
with greater happiness and new joys and possibilities. Join me on the
journey of you. and uncover the jewel within. You.

In the Eyes of God
Armed with a magic amulet which bestows eternal life on the wearer, a
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powerful knight protects the fortress of Grimhold, where the magical
people of his world reside. But when his closest friend is pulled into
the evil sway of the Devil's Armor, only the Sword of Angels can
defeat it.

Eye of the God
Growing up, I never took seriously the hurt and pain that a lot of
Godas people go through today. It never was important to me. My life
always consisted of what I wanted and the goals I wanted to achieve.
It was when I moved to the city, and I felt like I was stripped of
everything materialistic that I thought brought me happiness. I found
out that trials, and sometimes even being without a home, caused me to
have a new perspective on life. I found out that life is a gift that
we tend to take advantage of. During this time in my life, God showed
me that true happiness does not come from wealth and materialistic
things, but from being in the peace of God. I truly became saturated
in Godas peace when I started having compassion in the needs of
others. As I went through these trials, I saw life from Godas
perspective. He wanted me to see life through his eyes, and as I began
to focus on life from Godas eyes, my life started to become more
clear. Through Godas eyes, he views those who are hurt, and helpless,
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and need our attention. As you read this book, let it saturate in your
heart, and you will begin Seeing the World Through the Eyes of God.

Eyes of God
After several years in the pastorate, John Marshall realized that he
was nothing more than a spectator in his involvement in the Great
Commission. This recognition sparked questions and a curiosity-What
does God really say about missions?

The Mote in God's Eye

In God’S Eyes
This sequel to the critically-acclaimed The Eyes of God, from awardwinning author John Marco, continues the epic tale of Arthurian
elements, diverse magic, war, intrigue, romance, and deception.

Beautiful in God's Eyes
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Throughout the Bible, divine interaction with humanity is portrayed in
almost embarrassingly human terms. God sees, hears, thinks, feels,
runs, rides chariots, laughs, wields weapons, gives birth, and even
repents. Many of these descriptions, taken at face value, seem to run
afoul of classical thought about God's qualities of divine simplicity,
transcendence, omniscience, omnipotence, omnipresence, and,
especially, immutability. Traditionally, such representations have
been seen as accommodations to human intellectual and moral
limitations. They allowed God to be more comprehensible but did not
actually describe any real part of His character, being, or
interaction with humanity. References to God seeing or hearing, for
example, are not deemed to represent real acts, as God is all-knowing.
This view is largely based on the Aristotelian conception of
metaphors: they are rhetorical devices and should not be taken
literally. Since the 1970s, our understanding of the ways in which
metaphors convey meaning has become much more sophisticated. We are
better able to unlock the function of human acts of God within the
Bible. This book aims to explore the biblical metaphor of divine sight
in Genesis and how current conceptions of metaphorical function can
enrich our reading of the text and its theology.

The Eyes of Covenant
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Charlotte was given her name the day she was purchased by Lady Cohen,
a widow newly married to a plantation owner in Mississippi. Charlotte
is tasked with taking care of her son, John, not realizing that he's
been tasked with observing her for any unique abilities. The two grow
secretly in romance, but their future together is threatened when
John's loyalty to his father and the South is called into question.
Charlotte uses her blossoming gifts to escape a life of slavery and
become the strong and adventurous woman that she was always meant to
be, but she soon discovers a secret society of men willing to destroy
her and her beloved for the gift that granted her freedom.
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